
GROUPON HBS

Internet coupon site "Groupon" grew revenues rapidly and went public, but struggled to impress investors or operate
profitably. Did it have a sustainable.

The model does build a form of relationship, but not an embedded or particularly sticky one. The
sustainability of a business model depends on its ability to make all concerned parties better off. There are
many and ongoing benefits customers might derive, so that would be a 6. With unrestricted discounts as is
now typical for Groupon customers with discounts will come in droves during peak times, and the profit of the
merchant may even decline since regular customers are substituted with coupon-bearing customers. Further,
the benefits to both customers and merchants are likely to drop as the market is flooded with look-alike offers
and the advantages of using one site over another decline. Using a diagnostic quiz that grades the business
model on sevearl factors, each on a scale of 1 to 7, I scored Groupon like this: There are relatively few
switching costs in the Groupon model â€” a customer signs up for free, the process is not onerous or difficult,
and there is no customer loyalty, special discount, or other anti-switching incentives built into the program.
Email Abstract Internet coupon site "Groupon" grew revenues rapidly and went public, but struggled to
impress investors or operate profitably. But not so fast. Hence, short-term gains in traffic come at the expense
of a lower future traffic and the overall value proposition to the merchant remains unclear. Groupon sold
coupons called Groupons which purchasers used to acquire goods or services at discount prices from
participating merchants. Give it a 2. The discounts available through Groupon coupons used to be subject to a
host of restrictions, e. A more interesting question is whether the merchants supplying the discounted goods
and services also benefit: What do they get out of participating in a Groupon program? But by having
discounts limited to low-demand periods the merchant can be sure that no full-price paying customer is
replaced, and by having an activation threshold, the merchant can be sure that the deal is active only when
demand is high enough in an off-peak period to justify the business staying open. That is, with no activation
threshold and with deals active always, Groupon itself gets the best dealâ€¦ And the merchant gets a raw one.
Merchants liked Groupons because they paid nothing for advertising through Groupon unless a customer made
a purchase. In an attempt to become profitable, Groupon introduced new products and strategies; however it
had yet to succeed. Rita Gunther McGrath , a Professor at Columbia Business School, is a globally recognized
expert on strategy in uncertain and volatile environments. Groupon sold Groupons by utilizing a large sales
force which contacted individual merchants to sign them up. But a business model that imposes this kind of
misalignment is not sustainable. Because, unfortunately, what is in the interest of the business owner is not in
the interests of Groupon and its competitors. So why do most deals on Groupon and other similar web sites
feature no time restrictions, and why are an increasing number of web portals removing activation thresholds?
It went public in  Groupon is poised for its debut as a public company. The challenge Groupon faced was
earning profits. Groupon and other web portals get a cut of total revenues channeled through the deal so
Groupon gets nothing if the deal is not on. Its management had not inspired confidence and it had several
conflicts with the SEC and had to restate its financials. It spent heavily on marketing to acquire customers,
who showed signs of becoming tired of receiving discount offers, and merchants, many of whom found that
offering Groupons only brought them unprofitable customers. But the hard truth is that without restrictions,
Groupon is definitely dead, if not today, then tomorrow or at some point in the not too distant future.


